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Observations Wandi WEWS September 2015 

 

The last demonstration for the day was carried out by Bill Younger, and he called it an 
‘Emerging Bowl’.  
He passed around some completed items, and it was clear that the bowl literally emerged out 
the side of the wood. He then went about mounting two pieces of wood onto a face plate. 
The face plate being necessary to hold the work in place. After spitting the timber into two 
halves Bill commenced making the lid of the bowl using some sacrificial timber and hot melt 
glue to hold the work onto the face plate. Bill then turned out the centre of the lid to 
accommodate the body.  
After the lid was completed, he mounted the body with the sacrificial timber attached and 
then hollowed out the centre of the bowl. Bill commented on the fact that using a really good 
template along with successfully locating the centre line makes the whole job a lot easier.  
All in all, a very good demonstration on making something a little different.  
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Merit Award Citation 

 

Bill Younger joined the Association in December 2006.  
Since that time, he has made a major contribution to the 
Wandi wood turning group as a committee member, 
demonstrator, group representative at external events 
such as the Royal Show, and an active participant in 
busy bees, weekend workshops, other group activities 
and anywhere else where he could make a useful 
contribution.  
 
He served as convener for three years at a time when a 
firm, steady hand was needed and has continued to 
exert his quiet, dedicated and dependable leadership 
since that time.  
 
His advice on all aspects of wood turning is sought and 
appreciated. Bill exhibits all the attributes that are 
expected of a good group member and is always there 
when something needs to be done. 
His membership of Wandi has been meritorious. 
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